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	HEADLINE: Monoclonal Antibodies against the Las HyvI protein developed
	TITLE: Characterization of a putative insect-transmission determinant/virulence gene (hypI) of ‘Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus’(Las)
	DATE: 1/15/10
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Culture, Molecular Biology, Koch's Postulates]
	ABSTRACT: The objective of this project is to characterize the hypI (renamed as hyvI) gene and determine its effects on insect transmission and/or virulence in host plants.  Transient expression with alternative expression systems and RT-qPCR, etc., will be used to elucidate the function of the hypI (hyvII) gene of Las and shed light on the molecular mechanism of this "phase variation" phenomenon; thereby developing a novel control strategy for citrus HLB.  In addition, antibodies and probes along with standardized protocols developed during this project can be applied for better detection and differentiation of the HLB bacteria. The hyvI and hyvII within two Las prophages were further characterized. Sequencing analysis of the hyvI/hyvII genes from 40 Las DNA samples collected globally revealed sequence conservation within the individual repeats but an extensive variation regarding repeat numbers, their rearrangement, and the sequences outside of repeat region.  These differences are found not only in samples with distinct geographical origins but also from a single origin and even from a single Las-infected sample.  The Florida isolates contain both hyvI and hyvII while all other global isolates contain only one of the two. Interclade assignments of the putative HyvI/II proteins from Florida isolates with other global isolates in the phylogenic trees imply a multi-source introduction of the Las bacterium into Florida.We have developed a real-time PCR using SYBR Green 1 (LJ900fr) and TaqMan® (LJ900fpr) protocols with primers and probe targeting nearly identical tandem repeats of 100bp  hyvI and hyvII.  Because of higher copy number of the tandem repeats per bacterial genome, these methods significantly improved detection capacity of the HLB bacterium.  In comparable samples relative to 16S HLBaspr real-time PCR, these new methods reduced the relative detectable threshold by approximate 9 and 3 cycles for LJ900fr and LJ900fpr, respectively.  From HLB samples with extreme low titer of Las bacterium, both LJ900fr and LJ900fpr detected Las from otherwise non-detectable samples by APHIS standard, HLBaspr. To determine the cellular localization of the HyvI protein in plant cells and the role of the two putative NLSs in hyvI gene, full-length hyvI and C-terminal region including two putative NLSs were amplified and cloned into pCX-DG vector with GFP driven by CaMV35S promoter. The plasmids were sequenced and confirmed in-frame fusion with GFP reporter gene.  Then transformed Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV 2660 with the pCX-DG-hyvI constructs.  These clones will be infiltrated into tobacco to determine if these NLS are functional in the plant cells.Monoclonal antibodies against the partial HyvI protein ( one intragenic repeat and its flanking amino acid sequences) were generated, and  their sensitivity and specificity were  valuated for the detection of HyvI protein expressed in E. coli and HLB-infected citrus and psyllids. All antibodies were able to recognize the E. coli expressed HypvI antigen, but were not able to detect the HyvI antigen from HLB-infected plants and psyllids. The obstacles for detection of the antigen from HLB-infected plants remains to be further investigated.  
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